LargoTint 2000
Recipe management and dispensing software

The LargoTint 2000 software is designed to handle recipes/formulas at the point-of-sale.
The system has functions for formula management, dispensing, label printing, colour
measurement etc. in a user-friendly environment.
Today the use of automatic dispensing machines is
growing. The merges between companies spread in
different part of the world, creates a demand for
easy updates of standard recipes and control of
what has been dispensed.
Within a company group often different types of
dispensers from several suppliers are used, a
mixture of automatic, semi-automatic and manual.
This situation creates time consuming routines for
updating standard recipes, installations etc which
will be solved by using LargoTint 2000.
The screen can be customized with your own
brands, product logos, cans, fan decks to market
your company even more..

LargoTint 2000 can be set to retrieve statistic over
tinted colours, usage of colorants etc via e-mail,
internet or disc, which will give the paint
manufacturer an overview of trends of colour
choices. The system can locally be configured to
receive updates of recipes automatically via e-mail,
ftp or manually via disc and run up to 4 different
dispensers parallel from the same software.
In large company groups active in several markets
the language may be a problem. The LargoTint
2000 supports today 23 languages such as English,
German, French, Spanish, Italian, Russian,
Chinese, Greek, Swedish, Danish, Finnish,
Norwegian, Polish, Dutch etc you just chose in set
up which shall be used in menus on screen.

How does it work?
When installing a licence you will get two programs,
LargoTint 2000 and LT Setup for configuration.
The LargoTint 2000 is for the daily use with dropdown menu for each working area Dispense,
Recipe, Dispenser, Help and Maintenance.
For easy access the toolbar have short cuts for most
common used functions.

.
Search recipe
To search among your recipes in a flash will save
time. The search screen has three sections with a
recipe bank/collection table, product selection and
input of recipe search criterion.

Features
Among the functions available from the drop-down
menu you can create new, edit existing, delete and save
recipe among your own. You can very fast handle price
changes, statistics, recipe updates, labels etc.
Depending on what kind of dispenser you run there are
different features for maintenance available e.g. fill
colorant, clean nozzles, start agitation etc. You easily
dispense your recipe in chosen can size one by one or
in multiple. By the Manual dispense you may enter a
recipe and get it tinted as well.
In the LT Setup you configure your tinting systems with
kind of dispenser, colorants, recipes, connect product
leaflets, create price groups, labels, activate statistics,
update service, bar code readers and so on.
The built-in Help file will bring you to the right section
when needed explaining what to do, just press F1-key.

The Product selection can be shown as a list or by
brands showing your own product pictures.
Options
For even more features at the shop or retailer, it is
possible to add on software tools:
• LargoTint 2000 Decorator for colour on screen, in
your own pictures, based on your recipes
• LargoTint 2000 Easy Search, measure the
customers sample and search among your recipes for
best match
• LargoMatch 2000 Tinter available in 3 levels giving
you the possibility to measure specific samples,
calculate recipes, storing etc giving your customer the
best service

If you want to see all available shades use
the LargoView and the screen will be filled
with colour samples. If you prefer a list,
chose the “binocular and pick preferred recipe.

For more information, contact:
Sweden
tel: +46 (0)300-514 60
fax: +46 (0)300-514 79
E-post: info@largoinnova.se
Germany
Tel: +49 (0)6471 513 54
Fax: +49 (0) 6471 516 92 80

www.largoinnova.com

Choices made in Setup will give access to different
features which may be shown as small icons on
recipe screen. From here you can adjust the recipe
too before dispensing.

